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How brands can understand  
current economic impacts on  
the U.S. consumer

THE RISE OF  
THE CONSCIOUS 
SHOPPER:



After continuously making sacrifices due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic and rising inflation, 
many believe these patterns will persist as they 
look ahead in 2023. In a recent Ipsos online 
community study, consumers say they are 
taking more of a long-term view towards their 
finances and spending habits. This includes 
reducing spending on discretionary purchases, 
prioritizing paying with cash over credit, striving 
to increase savings, and paying down credit 
card balances, all in preparation for a recession.

These conditions point to the continuation  
of many cost-mitigating behaviors from 2022, 
aside from a couple key exceptions—travel 
and experiences. Additionally, with consumers 
taking a more long-term view, we’re also seeing 
signs they are willing to invest in products 
and services that support their future goals—
this includes seeking products that are 
higher-quality, longer lasting, and those that 
benefit their physical or mental health.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
•  Aside from cutting back on travel, 

which saw a 10% decrease in 
likelihood, most cost-saving habits 
consumers have adopted in recent 
years are likely to persist in the 
new year.

•  With half personally accepting that 
we are currently in a recession, 
consumers are prioritizing making 
purchases with cash and are 
focused on managing credit card 
balances and savings levels.

•  This belief, along with rising costs, 
has brought forth a sense of 
responsibility among consumers  
to be more conscious when 
shopping—with many adopting a 
“need vs. want” mentality and  
65% continuing with the intention 
to buy less non-essential items.

Despite a lack of official confirmation 
from the government or media,  
50% of Ipsos online community 
members feel we are currently living 
in a recession.1

1  Which of the following best represents your feelings as it relates to 
recession? (Ipsos Online Community Study, December 2022, n=1386)
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Source: Ipsos Online Syndicated Community, Summer vs. Fall 2022
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I am cutting back on utilities in the home or
subscription services to save on monthly bills

I am cooking from scratch more, rather than
ordering out or buying premade meals

I am not leaving the house when I don’t need to
in order to save on gas or other outside expenses

I am travelling less than
I had planned or intended to

I am cutting back on going out for
meals, drinks, or entertainment

I am buying less non-essential “things,” and
am instead sticking to the necessities only

I previously opted for organic or natural
products, but now buy more conventional

I am switching from brand name to generic
or value products whenever possible

The triple threat of COVID, inflation, and prospects of a recession have caused  
financial disruption for many and have resulted in a decline in consumer confidence 
levels and signs of settling in for the long haul. Spending on travel and experiences 
are notable exceptions.

Alongside declining consumer confidence levels in the U.S., Ipsos online community members believe most  
of their cost-saving behaviors from the summer will continue, aside from cutting back on travel. Specifically, 
compared to the summer of 2022, they feel they are less likely to hold back on taking trips outside the 
home or making travel plans. After living through years of lockdowns and restrictions, they say travel isn’t 
something they are willing to give up in 2023.

This stems from a belief that staying vigilant in protecting their financial status in 2023 will ultimately pay off 
in memories and stress relief achieved by prioritizing these experiences. 

❝  I plan to continue spending more on these categories (experiences and travel) in the 
next year, because I think the memories are worth it more than physical goods. 
My goal is to travel to three new places in the coming year.❞
—Ipsos Online Community Member

❝  I have started saving more for experiences instead of things. I think that I will 
really start saving more for the future to reach my financial goals.❞
—Ipsos Online Community Member
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Q. For the following, when are you planning to do each of these activities again?

Base: Global Country Average: 10021, AU:501, BR:500, CN:501, FR:1002, DE:501, IN:1004, IT:501, JP:501, MX:500, ZA:501, SK:501, ES:501, UK:1001, 

US:1003 Source: Ipsos Essentials, November 2021 vs. December 2022
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The growth in travel is likely to continue in Q1 2023—
more citizens globally are booking trips now compared to last year

Booking a Leisure Trip/Travel for Next Year—By Country
 November 2021    December 2022
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Source: NY Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis via St. Louis Fed

Credit card balances climb along with personal spending
Percent change year-over-year in credit card balances vs. personal consumption

expenditure (in trillions) vs. Consumer Price Index
� YoY change in credit card balances    � Personal consumption expenditure

� Average CPI per quarter
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$13 T

$18 T

8.3%

0.4%

1.6%

Comfort levels for their personal economic situation have declined for many. 
Meanwhile, personal spending and credit card balances were up at the end  
of 2022, causing people to think more stringently about how and what they plan 
to buy in 2023.
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 Very Comfortable

 Somewhat Comfortable

 Neither Comfortable nor Uncomfortable

 Somewhat uncomfortable

 Very uncomfortable

We are less comfortable with our finances
Q: How comfortable or uncomfortable do you feel with your personal economic situation today?

Source: Ipsos Coronavirus Consumer Tracker, October 2022

In preparation for a recession, Ipsos online  
community members say they will prioritize making 
purchases with cash, when possible, along with 
being more mindful of paying down credit balances 
and increasing their savings. For some, this means 
waiting until they have cash to make purchases  
or adopting habits like cash-stuffing, recently made 
popular on TikTok,2 which is placing money budgeted 
for different spending categories in envelopes.

❝  Already am thinking about money differently and will be for a while. Even when  
he does get a new job, we want to replace what we’ve used out of savings and pay 
down the credit cards we have needed to use.❞
—Ipsos Online Community Member

❝  My feeling about and relationship to money has definitely changed. I am much  
more careful in buying. I’ve moved from paying for most things via credit card to 
only making a purchase when I have the cash to pay for it.❞
—Ipsos Online Community Member

2  https://www.buzzfeed.com/fabianabuontempo/cash-stuffing-envelope-system-tiktok
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Imagine you were contemplating purchasing an item you 
“wanted” to buy but didn’t “need.” Which of the following benefits, if any, 

would make you most likely to purchase the item? N(1368)

Source: Ipsos Online Syndicated Community, December 2022

Some frequently mentioned examples of long-term benefits include items that are made with high-quality 
materials that last longer, and those that benefit their health, both physical and mental. Feeling good about 
a purchase long-term versus something that only provides temporary satisfaction is more top of mind  
these days, according to our community members.

❝  I find that I’m a more cautious shopper now. I’m shopping when I need to, not 
because I want to. And asking myself “do you really need this?” I have always loved 
to shop for clothes and shoes, but I have so many items that I’ve worn only once  
or twice and some not at all (due to working remotely and social distancing during 
the pandemic) that now when I see sales and items I want, I’m not being  
so impulsive!❞
—Ipsos Online Community Member

❝  I have become more conscious and mindful of my purchases, especially unnecessary 
ones. Yes, I will continue to consider my purchases and think about my long-term 
goals rather than short-term pleasures and weigh the options.❞
—Ipsos Online Community Member

While 44% say their non-essential spending has remained the same, 35% state a 
decrease in such purchases. Items deemed “non-essential” are at a higher risk  
for impact as consumers say they are much more conscious while shopping, leading 
with a “need vs. want” mentality. 

This mindset shift has led to less impulse buys and more attention on the benefits their purchase provides. 
Consumers are especially mindful of the long-term benefits an item could provide, which can quickly shift  
a purchase from a “want” to a “need.” Indeed, only 7% stated they couldn’t be convinced to make a purchase 
even if it offered a long-term benefit.
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About Ipsos
At Ipsos we are passionately curious about 
people, markets, brands, and society. We 
deliver information and analysis that makes 
our complex world easier and faster to  
navigate and inspires our clients to make 
smarter decisions. With a strong presence in 
90 countries, Ipsos employs more than 18,000 
people and conducts research programs in 
more than 100 countries. Founded in France 
in 1975, Ipsos is controlled and managed  
by research professionals.

WHAT’S NEXT:
•  Market towards longer-term 

views and less on instant gratifi-
cation. Specifically highlight 
benefits tied to quality materials, 
longevity, and aiding in their 
physical and mental health. 

•  Knowing travel and experiences 
are priorities, communicate 
similar benefits such as lasting 
memories, intangible happiness, 
and stress relief. 

•  Keep a close eye on unemploy-
ment rates and consumer debt 
as these could greatly impact 
evolving spending habits  
in 2023.

❝  In these times of inflation and 
during the pandemic, we’ve had 
more time to think about our 
finances and we’ve observed an 
increase in our savings and  
less on our “wants” and “needs.” 
While I’ve always been debt-free, 
I did have the habit of making 
impulse purchases and that’s 
certainly behind me. I’m focusing 
more on the future.❞
 —Ipsos Online Community Member
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